Is a voting approach accurate
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Abstract. In this paper, we focus on classifying documents according to opinion and
value judgment they contain. The main originality of our approach is to combine linguistic pre-processing, classification and a voting system using several classification
methods. In this context, the relevant representation of the documents allows to determine the features for storing textual data in data warehouses. The conducted experiments on very large corpora from a French challenge on text mining (DEFT) show the
efficiency of our approach.
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Introduction

The Web provides a large amount of documents available for the application
of data-mining techniques. Recently, due to the growing development of Web
2.0, Web documents as blogs, newsgroups, or comments of movies/books are
attractive data to analyze. For example, among the tackled issues addressed by
the text mining community, the automatic determination of positive or negative
sentiment in these opinion documents becomes a very challenging issue. Nevertheless, the storage of this kind of data in order to apply data-mining techniques
is still an important issue and some research works have shown that a data
warehouse approach could be particularly well adapted for storing textual data
[8]. In this context, data warehouses approaches consider two dimensional tables
with the rows representing features of the documents and the columns the set of
document domains. For instance, if we consider opinion documents in the movie
context, the domain could be the genre of the movie (e.g. fantastic, horror, etc).
In this paper we focus on text-mining approaches to find the relevant features
(i.e. the first dimension of the data warehouse) to represent a document. Then we
deal with the data-mining algorithms in order to classify the opinion documents
using these features, i.e. classifying documents according to opinion expressed
such as positive or negative mood of a review, the favorable or unfavorable aspect given by an expert, the polarity of a document (positive, neutral, negative)
and/or the intensity of each opinion (low, neutral, high), etc.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we present previous
works on opinion mining (section 2), followed by section 3 presenting our approach based on two mains parts: the document representation techniques, and

the classification process. This process is based on machine learning and ”textmining” techniques paired with a vote technique. This vote technique (section
3.5) combines several classifiers in a voting system which substantially enhance
the results of other techniques, and finally section 4 presents the obtained results.
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Related work

Classification of opinion documents as blogs or news is more and more addressed
by the text mining community [21, 23, 6, 1].
Several methods exist for extracting the polarity of a document. Actually,
the opinion polarities are often given by adjectives [23, 6]. The use of adverbs
attached to adjectives (for instance, the adverb ”very” attached to the adjective
”interesting”) allows to determine the intensity of phrases (group of words) [1].
For example P. Turney [21] proposes an approach based on the polarity of
words in the document. The main idea is to compute correlations between both
adjectives in the documents and adjectives coming from a seed set. Two seed sets
are considered: positive (e.g. good, nice, ...) and negative (e.g. bad, poor, ...).
The associations are calculated by statistical approaches based on the results of
(i) search engine [20], (ii) LSA method [12]. Other approaches using supervised
learning methods allow to define polarity degrees (positive, negative, objective)
to the Wordnet lexical resource [14]. Besides many studies have shown that the
grammatical knowledge are relevant for opinion mining approaches.
To calculate the polarity of words, supervised or unsupervised methods can
be used to predict the polarity of a document. The supervised approaches have
the advantage to automatically learn relevant features (words, phrases) to predict
a domain opinion. It’s important to extract domain dependent characteristics.
The same word or group of words may be positive in a domain and negative for
another domain: for example, the adjective ”commercial” is positive for economic
documents but expresses a negative sentiment to characterize a movie. Thus,
these supervised methods are often used in national [7] and international [23]
opinion mining challenges.
When we have well structured opinion corpora, machine learning techniques
(based on training models on these corpora), outperform results. Methods based
on individual word search cannot extract complete information on opinion texts
and so produce less efficient classification results.
This paper proposes a new method called ”Copivote” (classification of
opinion documents by a vote system) to classify document according to the
expressed opinions. We thus define a new architecture based on coupling several
techniques including a voting system adapted to each domain corpus in order
to get better results. The main originality of our approach relies on associating
several techniques: extracting more information bits via specific linguistic techniques, space reduction mechanisms, and moreover a voting system to aggregate
the best classification results.
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The Copivote approach

For efficiency reasons our method does not try to search each opinion related
word. Statistic techniques are able to produce a more comprehensive document
representation. This characteristic allows us to manage the large complexity and
the subtleties in opinion expression contained in the language as explained in
subsection 3.2. The specificity of our approach lies on pre and post treatments
adapted to the corpus types. However, the overall process presented in this paper
may also be adapted to other kind of corpora.
3.1

Overall process presentation

Our method uses four main steps to classify documents according to opinion:
– Linguistic treatments for vector space model representation: In this
step we use linguistic analysis adapted to opinion texts.
– Vector space model reduction: in order to get better performances and
limited processing time we simplify the vector space model.
– Classification: This stage uses classifiers to compute model and to classify
new texts
– Classifier voting system: this phase gather the classifiers results for one
document and aggregate them in one answer for each document.
3.2

Linguistic treatments for vector space model representation

Our first step is to apply several linguistic pre-treatments. The first one is based
on the extraction of all linguistic units (lemmatised words or lemmas) used for
document representation. For example the conjugated verb ”presents” is replaced
by its lemma: the infinitive verb ”present”.
We then eliminate words having grammar categories with a low discriminative power with regard to opinion mining: undefined articles and punctuation
marks. In our approach, we keep lemmas associated with almost all grammatical
categories (as adverbs) in order to specifically process opinion documents. Since
we are on a machine learning approach based on corpora, we are able to use all
information of documents. Each kind of word may contain opinion discriminative
information even very slight . Further more we extract known expressions. extracting expressions and keeping almost all words will enhance the classification
results.
For our purpose, we will call ”index”, the list of lemmas worked out for
each corpus. Each corpus is represented by a matrix in compliance with the
Salton vector space model representation [19]. In this representation, each row
is associated to each document of the corpus and each column is associated
with each lemma. Each matrix cell represents the number of occurrences for the
considered lemma in the considered document.
In our approach, the whole set of documents of a corpus and therefore the
associated vectors are used as training set.

3.3

Vector space model reduction (Index reduction)

The Vector space defined by the whole set of lemmas of the training corpus is very
important in dimension. We thus perform an index reduction for each corpus.
We use the method presented by Cover, which measures the mutual information
between each vector space dimension and classes [5]. This method, explained in
depth in [16], measures the interdependence between words and the document
classifying categories by computing the entropy difference between the category
entropy and the studied dimension (key word) entropy of the vector space. If
the difference is high, then the discriminative information quantity of this word
is high, and therefore the importance of this word is high in the categorization
task.
Once the indexes are computed, we consider each computed key word in
each index as the new dimensions of the new representation vectors space for
each corpus of documents. The new vector spaces have a reduced number of
dimensions. These new computed vectors are called: ”reduced” vectors. As it is
shown in [16], this reduction helps a lot to significantly improve the quality of
results and drastically lower the computing times.
3.4

Use of bigrams

In this approach we take into account words to compute the document vectors
and we also add bigrams of the corpora (groups of two words). Only bigrams
containing special characters are rejected (mathematical characters, punctuation, etc). This richer document representation allows us to extract information
more adapted to opinion corpora. As an example, in the corpora we have used
for experiments, bigrams like ”not convincing”, ”better motivate”, ”not enough”
are groups of words much more expressive of opinions than each word separately.
This enriched document representation using bigrams improve results, as we
will see in section 4. In addition to the quality of document representation that
improves the classification tasks, taking into account several classifiers (see next
section) remains crucial to get good quality results.
3.5

Classifier voting system

To improve the general method for classifying opinion documents, we have
worked out a voting system based on several classifiers. Our vote method named
CopivoteMono (classification of opinion documents by a vote system with
Monograms) and CopivoteBi (classification of opinion documents by a vote
system with Bigrams) when bigrams are used, uses the specific data related to
opinion documents presented in the previous subsections.
The voting system is based on different classification methods. We use three
main classification methods presented afterwards. Several research works use
voting of classifiers, Kittler and Kuncheva [10, 11] describe several ones. Rahman
[18] shows that in many cases the quite simple technique of majority vote is the
most efficient one to combine classifiers. Yaxin [2] compares vote techniques with

summing ones. Since the probability results obtained by individual classifiers are
not commensurate, vote techniques based on the final result of each classifiers is
the most adequate to combine very different classifier systems.
In our approach we use four different procedures of vote:
– Simple majority vote: the class allocation is computed considering the
majority of classifiers class allocation.
– Maximum choice vote (respectively minimum): the class allocation
is computed as the classifier that gives the highest probability (respectively
the lowest). In that situation, the probabilities expressed by each classifier
must be comparable.
– Weighted sum vote: for each document d(i) and for each class c(j) the
average of probabilities avg(i,j) is computed and the class allocated to the
document i is based on the greatest average max(avg(i,j)).
– Vote taking into account F-score, and/or recall and/or precision:
The classifier, for a given class, is elected if it produces the best result in
F-score (and/or recall and/or precision) for this class. These evaluation measures (F-score, recall, precision) are defined below.
Precision for a given class i corresponds to the ratio between the documents
rightly assigned to their class i and all the documents assigned to the class i.
Recall for a given class i corresponds to the ratio between the documents rightly
assigned to their class i and all the documents appertaining to the class i. Precision and recall may be computed for each of the classes. A trade-off between
recall and precision is then computed: the F-score (F-score is the harmonic average of recall and precision).
3.6

Classification

We adapt the classification method for each training set. We have kept the most
competitive classification method for a given corpus. The results are evaluated
using the cross validation method on each corpus, based on the precision, recall
and F-score measures.
Having described the vote system, we will now briefly present the different
classification methods used by Copivotemono and Copivotebi hereafter. A
more detailed and precise description of these methods is given in [4].
– Bayes Multinomial. The Bayes Multinomial method [22] is a classical approach in text categorization; it combines the use of the probability well
known Bayes law and the multinomial law.
– Support Vector Machine (S.V.M.). The SVM method [9, 17] draws the
widest possible frontier between the different classes of samples (the documents) in the vector space representing the corpus (training set). The support vectors are those that mark off this frontier: the wider the frontier, the

lower the classification error cases.
– RBF networks (Radial Basis Function). RBF networks are based on
the use of neural networks with a radial basis function. This method uses
a ”k-means” type clustering algorithm [13] and the application of a linear
regression method. This technique is presented in [15].
Our contribution relies on the association of all the techniques used in our
method. First the small selection in grammatical categories and the use of bigrams enhance the information contained in the vector representation, then the
space reduction allows to get more efficient and accurate computations, and
then the voting system enhance the results of each classifiers. The overall process comes to be very competitive.
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4.1

Results
Corpora description

The third edition of the French DEFT’07 challenge (http://deft07.limsi.fr/) focused on specifying opinion categories from four corpora written in French and
dealing with different domains.
– Corpus 1: Movie, books, theater and comic books reviews. Three categories:
good, average, bad,
– Corpus 2: Video games critics. Three categories: good, average, bad,
– Corpus 3: Review remarks from scientific conference articles. Three categories: accepted, accepted with conditions, rejected,
– Corpus 4: Parliament and government members speeches during law project
debates at the French Parliament. Two categories: favorable, not favorable,
These corpora are very different in size, syntax, grammar, vocabulary richness, opinion categories representation, etc. For example, table 1 presents the allocation of classes for each corpus. This table shows that corpus 4 is the largest,
and corpus 3 is the smallest. On the other hand, we may find similarities between
the corpora (for example, the first class is smaller for the 3 first corpora), Table
1 shows important differences with respect to the number of documents in each
class.
Classes Corpus 1 Corpus 2 Corpus 3 Corpus 4
Class 1
309
497
227
10400
Class 2
615
1166
278
6899
Class 3
1150
874
376
∅
Total
2074
2537
881
17299
Table 1. Allocation of the corpus classes for the DEFT’07 challenge.

Table 2 shows the vector space dimensions reduction associated to each corpus. This operation drastically decreases the vector spaces for all the DEFT07
challenge corpora with a reduction percentage of more than 90%.
Corpus Initial Number of Number of linguistic Reduction
linguistic units units after reduction percentage
Corpus 1
36214
704
98.1%
Corpus 2
39364
2363
94.0%
Corpus 3
10157
156
98.5%
Corpus 4
35841
3193
91.1%
Table 2. Number of lemmas for each corpus before and after reduction.

4.2

detailed Results

Table 4 shows that the vote procedures globally improve the results. Firstly, all
the vote methods (see section 3) give rise to the same order of improvement
even if some results of the ”weighted sum vote” are slightly better (also called
”average vote”). Secondly, the bigram representations associated to vote methods (CopivoteBi) globally improved the results compared to those obtained
without using bigrams (CopivoteMono).
Table 3 shows the classification methods used in our vote system. We notice
that the Bayes Multinomial classifier is very competitive with a very low computing time. Almost every time the SVM classifier gives the best results. The
RBF Network classifier gives disappointing results.
Table 4 shows the results expressed with the F-score measure (globally and
for each class) obtained by the cross validation process on each training set.
These results point out the classes that may or may not be difficult to process
for each corpus. For example, we notice in table 4 that the corpus 2 gives well
balanced results according to the different classes. On the contrary, the neutral
class (class 2) of corpus 1 leads to poor results meaning that this class is not very
discriminative. This may be explained by the nearness of the vocabulary used
to describe a film or a book in a neutral way comparatively to a more clear-cut
opinion.
Table 5 shows the results associated with the test corpora given by the
DEFT’07 challenge committee. Tables 4 and 5 give very close results, showing that the test corpus is a perfectly representative sample of the training data.
Table 5 shows that only one corpus gives disappointing results: corpus 3 (reviews
of conference articles). This may be explained by the low number of documents
in the training set and by the noise contained in the data (for example, this corpus contains a lot of spelling errors). The vector representation of the documents
is then poor and noise has a bad effect on the classification process. The bigram
representation does not provide any improvement for this corpus. More effort

should be made on linguistic pre-treatment on this corpus in order to improve
results.
The outstanding results for corpus 4 (parliamentary debates) may be explained by its important size that significantly support the statistic methods
used. With this corpus, the vote system improves a lot the results obtained by
each of the classifiers (see table 3). We may notice that the F-score value exceeds
for more than 4% the best score of the DEFT’07 challenge.
In table 5, we compare our results with the DEFT’07 challenge best results.
It shows that our results was of the same order or even slightly better with
CopivoteBi .

Corpus SVM RBF-Network Naive Bayes Mult. Copivote CopivoteBi
Corpus 1 61.02%
47.15%
59.02%
60.79%
61.28%
Corpus 2 76.47%
54.75%
74.16%
77.73%
79.00%
Corpus 3 50.47%
X
50.07%
52.52%
52.38%
Corpus 4 69.07%
61.79%
68.60%
74.15%
75.33%
Table 3. F-score average for the different methods used in Copivote on the test
corpus .

Corpus

Copivote
CopivoteBi
class 1 class 2 class 3 global class 1 class 2 class 3 global
Corpus 1 64.6% 42.7% 75.2% 60.8% 64.8% 43.8% 75.3% 61.3%
Corpus 2 74.9% 76.9% 82.6% 78.1% 75.8% 79.1% 82.4% 79.1%
Corpus 3 52.3% 43.0% 62.7% 52.7% 47.9% 45.0% 64.48% 52.4%
Corpus 4 80.0% 68.5%
∅
74.2% 81.2% 69.6%
∅
74.2%
Table 4. F-score per class and global, based on Learning corpus (cross validation).

Corpus Vote type Copivote CopivoteBi Best submission of DEFT07
Corpus 1 Minimum 60.79%
61.28%
60.20%
Corpus 2 Average
77.73%
79.00%
78.24%
Corpus 3 Minimum 52.52%
52.38%
56.40%
Corpus 4 Average
74.15%
75.33%
70.96%
Total
66.30%
67.00%
66.45%
Table 5. F-score of Test corpus of DEFT07.

4.3

Discussion: The use of linguistic knowledge

Before text classification, we also tried a method to improve linguistic treatments. Specific syntactic patterns may be used to extract nominal terms from
tagged corpus [3] (e.g. Noun Noun, Adjective Noun, Noun Preposition Noun,
etc). In addition to nominal terms, we extracted adjective and adverb terms well
adapted to opinion data [23, 6, 1]. For instance the ”Adverb Adjective” terms are
particularly relevant in opinion corpora [1]. For example, still insufficient, very
significant, hardly understandable extracted from the scientific reviews corpus
(corpus 3) of the DEFT’07 challenge may be discriminative in order to classify
opinion documents. We used the list of these extracted terms to compute a new
index for vector representation. We obtained poor results.
Actually our approach CopivoteBi takes into account words and all the
bigrams of the corpus to have a large index (before its reduction presented in
section 3.3). Besides the number of bigrams is more important without the application of linguistic patterns. Then our CopivoteBi approach combining a
voting system and an expanded index (words and all the bigrams of words) can
explain the good experimental results presented in this paper.

5

Conclusion and future work

This paper lay down a new approach based on combining text representations
using key-words associated with bigrams while combining a vote system of several classifiers. The results are very encouraging with a higher F-score measure
than the best one of the DEFT’07 challenge. Besides, our results show that the
relevant representation of documents for datawarehouses is based on words and
bigrams after the application of linguistic and index reduction process.
In our future work, we will use enhanced text representations combining keywords, bigrams and trigrams which may still improve the obtained results. We
also want to use vote systems based on more classifiers. Finally, a more general
survey must be undertaken by using other kinds of corpora and moreover textual
data in different languages.
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